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SAFETY FIRST! LATERAL EPICONDYLITIS
Repetitive motion injuries can occur in almost any area of the body, and are common to many
professions. Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, for example, is an inflammation of the wrist joint common
to typists. Often, the condition is aggravated by poor ergonomics—typing with the wrist bent in an
unnatural position, causing the tendons a great deal more strain than if proper wrist positioning
were used. Repetitive motion injuries are serious, often causing permanent damage.
Lateral epicondylitis, or tennis elbow, is a condition in the elbow common to tennis players,
carpenters, and other professions that swing heavy objects. In particular, it is an inflammation of
the outer elbow caused by the arm repeatedly “pushing” the forearm down or away, opening the
elbow joint with great force.
If you consider your arm as a three-bar linkage with joints at the shoulder, elbow, and wrist, you
can easily see that the shoulder is by far the largest joint, followed by the elbow, with the wrist
being the smallest joint of all. Most of the work of swinging a heavy object should be done by the
largest joint—the shoulder. The elbow should do proportionally less of the “pushing” work, and
the wrist should do very little work at all.

“Consider your arm as a three-bar linkage...”
If you think about it, this is exactly the best way to generate the most force from your hammer
blows. Standing at the anvil hammering only with the wrist is going to result in a weak blow
(though it might be a useful technique when accuracy is more important than force). Swinging
only with the elbow will result in stronger blows, but by far the most bang for the buck comes from
swinging from the shoulder. Not only does it have the largest muscles, joints, and tendons, but an
object in the hand is accelerated must faster from a shoulder swing simply because of the greater
distance from the shoulder to the hand.
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
Blacksmithing is a very dangerous
hobby/job. All members,
demonstrators, and guests are
responsible for using eye, ear, and
respiratory protection and safe
working methods. Minors must be
accompanied by a parent or
responsible adult.

IS SKILLED CRAFTWORK ON THE RISE?

The Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas, its officers, members,
demonstrators, guests, writers,
and the editor disclaim
responsibility for any damages,
injuries, or destruction of property
as a result of the use of any
information published in this
newsletter or demonstrated at
workshops, meetings, or
conferences.

I’m not saying there aren’t skilled workers in modern
factories. But it can’t be denied that mass produced
products are often meets-minimum ware manufactured
for maximum profit.

Every effort is made to insure the
accuracy and the safety of
information provided, but the use
of any material is solely at the
user’s own risk.
Attendees at organization
functions and classes consent to
the use of their images in
publications and webpages of the
Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas.
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So swing that hammer from the shoulder and save your elbows for the table!

Before the days of the assembly line, most items were
made by skilled craftsman who spent a lifetime
mastering their trade. Henry Ford definitely paved the
way for faster production of more affordable, more
standardized products, but mass production has also
resulted in the suppression of skilled artisan
craftsmanship.

In 1979, Vance Muse wrote a book called “Don’t buy a car made on Monday.” It was a work of
fiction, but the public perception of tired, hung-over workers and high absenteeism on Mondays is
pervasive in our culture. The Swedish even have a word, måndagsexemplar, meaning shoddy , low
quality work manufactured on a Monday.
In recent years, though, consumers are demanding more and more quality, individuality, and
“soul” in their lives. Witness the rise of Etsy. Witness the rising popularity of college-level
education in many artisan skill areas. Witness the rise of craft beers. Witness the demand for
farmers markets and locally grown produce. Our nation is rebelling against the media message of
mass-market consumerism.
Thirty years ago everyone watched the same three channels on TV, drove the same three brands of
automobiles, voted in the same two political parties, and bought the same few brands of products
at the grocery store, and blacksmiths were a rare and dying breed. That, to me, was the pinnacle
of mass-market consumerism. But times, they are a changin’.
Today, people want the art and soul back in the products they live with. In one sense, we
blacksmiths are the technology innovators of a post-industrial age!
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
September 22, 2014
We have lots of things upcoming for BOA
in the next few months. Harvest
Homecoming on the Harrison square
will be October 3rd though the 5th. Ron
Wells has agreed to ramrod this year’s
event. The newsletter should be
published at the same time so if you are
in the Harrison area come by. The
Northwest meeting will the next
Saturday, October 11th at Rusty Wheels,
also in Harrison. The trade item is a
trivet. The following Saturday the
Central Chapter will meet at Thurston
Fox’s. Going with a Halloween theme,
Dale Custer, Acting BOA President
the trade item is “Your favorite Zombie
Apocalypse weapon”. I am hoping Robert Fox will provide the background for
those of us not tuned in to the latest fashion in disasters.
In November the Northwest will meet at Sonny and Judi Sartwell’s in Springdale.
The Central Chapter will meet at my shop in November and the trade item is a
spring fuller. I want to thank all of the members that have stepped up to host a
meeting. We have meetings scheduled up to January for the Central Chapter and
February for the Northwest. Having months of notice makes the tough job of
hosting just a little easier. Again thanks to all of the hosts.
The club elections are moving along. Each Chapter has made nominations and the
ballots and instructions are on page 20. The Northeast Chapter has elected Eddie
Mullins as the new Steward and Jim Soehlman as the new chapter Secretary. The
Central Chapter has elected me as the Steward and Robert Fox as Secretary.
I have asked and Tim Huddleston has agreed to be the new Webmaster. I know
Tim will do a better job on keeping it up to date then the dirty rascal that had the
job before him.
Last month, Bob Patrick and I made a trip to the Eureka Springs School of the Arts
to see if it would be suitable to hold the iron smelt. We met with the Executive
Director, Peggy Kjelgaard. We toured the facilities and discussed holding the smelt
next to their metal working building. I think this will be an excellent location.
Several members have stepped up and agreed to provide tools and equipment: Bob
Patrick is working on the tuyere, Keith Heffelfinger is making some smelt sized
pokers, Steve Low has agreed to provide a bucket with a handle and Herman
Ginger has some blowers to provide the blast. Hardy Todd has found the charcoal
for the smelt.
I have looked at our progress to date and upcoming events and I have decided that
January is the earliest that we can reasonably have everything ready. We still have
to roast the ore, have to sift the charcoal that we will need and mix the clay. Sifting
will be easier if we can construct a sifter of some sort. Roasting the ore will take a
full day if everything goes well. The time to prepare the clay will depend on how
much of it must be done by hand.
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NEWSLETTER DEADLINES
Submissions for articles, meeting
minutes, announcements, events, and
classified advertising are due to the
editor before the last Saturday of the
preceding month.
Members will receive an electronic
edition by email by the first Saturday of
the month. Those receiving hard copies
will be mailed the next Monday.

Dale Custer, Acting BOA President
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UPCOMING EVENTS AND
DEMONSTRATIONS
Harvest Homecoming on
the Square, Harrison
October 3,4, and 5
Town Square
Harrison Arkansas
The 30th annual Harvest
Homecoming will be held on the
Historic Harrison Square and
surrounding downtown areas.
This Festival attracted more
than 8000 people over the 3 day
event in 2013. This year the
festival will also include a 5k
Run/Walk, Beauty Pageant, Live
Music, Entertainment, Food, Pie
-making contest, pie-eating
contest, Arts and Crafts, Artists’
Exhibitions to include an
estimated 100+ Vendors.
Faulkner County Museum
November 1—Saturday
801 Locust St
Conway, AR 72034
BOA has been invited to
demonstrate at the 2014
Faulkner County Museum Open
House on Saturday, November
1st. The Open House will have
several other exhibits and
demonstrators, all representing
the territorial and early
statehood period of Arkansas
(1825-1875). The Central
Arkansas Chapter (CACBOA)
will be coordinating and
providing anvil and forge.
Details will be announced as the
event draws closer. Those
interested in assisting, contact
Robert Fox. This is a great
opportunity to increase
awareness of Blacksmithing and
to attract new members.
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JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

UALR Applied Arts
Little Rock

Tired Iron
Gentry

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
Significant Other Gift

At Ron Wells’
In Mount Judea
3/4” Wrench
At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
Grill Utensil
At Robert Mueser’s
Mountain Home
Lawn Ornament

At Ozark Folk Center
In Mountain View
Dinner Bell
At Tired Iron
In Gentry
Smith’s Choice

At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
Trivet

Sonny&Judi Sartwell’s
In Springdale
Letter Opener
Clyde Foster’s
In Huntsville

At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
Tongs
At Garret Sheeks’
In Stuttgart
Travel Anvil Stuff
At UALR
In Little Rock
Must include a twist
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
RR Spike tomahawk
At Tim Hutchinson’s
In Bryant
Scrolling Tongs

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
Zombie Weapon
At Dale Custer’s
In Little Rock
Spring swage
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
Xmas Party

At Glenn Owen’s
Forge on the Ridge
At Glenn Owen’s
Forge on the Ridge
Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro

At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
“S” hook
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro

TBD

TBD

Larry Lane

Sidebar
Page 10

Sidebar
Page 12

Sidebar
Page 9

A LETTER FOR THE NEWSLETTER
Well, I made a big mistake in that I listened to some BOA members and I more or less chewed
out poor Robert and Dale, telling them that their newsletter was not on time for the last
meeting. THEN I got the facts. Bad way to be. So, after much guilty thought, here is my letter
to all of you. BOA is not something that just the President and Editor and Board have all the
responsibility for. They get paid NOTHING and work their asses off. I have been in that
position. Here is their situation: We now have 3 branches of BOA. They all have different
meeting times. Robert puts a calendar in the newsletter.
It’s up to you to read it. Some of the meetings may happen before the current newsletter comes
out. The previous newsletter has ALL the information Robert and Dale were given at the time
of publication. If there is no trade item mentioned, that is not their fault. It is the fault of the
person hosting the meeting not providing it to Robert, but more, it is YOUR responsibility if it
is not mentioned in the newsletter to contact the person hosting the meeting and for YOU to get
the proper information. Robert and Dale have lives outside of BOA and both do a lot of work
taking a lot of hours. BOA is a participant organization and YOU need to participate, and YOU
need to take responsibility. Have you done the newsletter? Have you helped run the
organization? Do you realize how much time it takes? Have you thanked Robert and Dale for
their hard work and fine job? Well, you should! And did you thank Mike for the years of hard
work he did doing the newsletter?
Honest thought and praise will make our organization work better than criticism. It is hard to
get an editor, harder than getting a president. I did both for some time and hosted a lot of
meetings and just am not doing any of that at present, though I am trying to write some
articles, and that in itself is hard, but doing the whole newsletter is much harder. Robert has
skills in writing and doing the newsletter few of us have. I, personally, am very grateful for
what he does, and I am ashamed of myself for being critical at all. So, lets be appreciative of
our Editor and Officers in BOA, and please help them all you can! We will have a better
organization and their lives will be much better.

BLACKSMITH VS. IRON MAN
Once again BOA Member and
Social Media champion Lee
Burks has found more
interesting/humorous content.
Disclaimer: BOA does not
recommend drinking alcoholic
beverages while forging!

Bob Patrick, former President of BOA and former Editor of the BOA Newsletter

A RESPONSE FROM THE EDITOR
Call me a little slow, but if Bob chewed me out, I must have missed it, though I do appreciate
his vote of appreciation. Honestly, has anyone ever seen Bob angry? I can’t imagine it, myself.
We continue to tweak the calendar section of the newsletter, and do fully realize how important
that information is to our members. In the first issue, the calendar was at the back. The
feedback was that it the information was too hard to find there, so we moved it to the front just
after the letter from the president and we added the calendar to the table of contents on the
cover page. We also added a sidebar beside each location’s meeting minutes with the date,
location, driving directions, and trade item for the next meeting in that area.
Later, based on more feedback, we added the trade item to the calendar as you can see on the
previous page. And in the last issue, we added a map showing the meeting locations graphically
with page numbers for further details about each meeting.
Regarding timing, our deadline for newsletter submissions is the last Saturday of the month,
and many of our regular submissions come in on that data (or later!) The email delivery
deadline is the first Saturday of the next month, and the hardcopy mailing deadline is the
following Monday. No matter when we send the newsletter, it is going to be too early or too late
for one or more areas.
Please try to get me your submissions far enough in advance that we can get it in the previous
month’s newsletter, and, if you really need something sent out on a certain date, let us know
and we will be happy to send out a mass event-specific email.
I do appreciate all the feedback we get, both positive and negative. I promise to do the best I
can to keep improving the VOICE of BOA.
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

BEST ABANA T-SHIRT!
A bit of practical advice from
one blacksmith to another.
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ABANA IRON SMELT —(CONTINUED FROM FRONT COVER)

CREDIT WHERE CRIDIT IS DUE
As you can see from the article and
pictures, Dale was very involved in
the 2014 ABANA smelt—Too
involved to document the entire
process with photos.
Dawn was there with Dale, and
took quite a few photos, but, as you
might imagine, her main interest
was in Dale himself, not the
furnace and operations.
An internet search quickly led me
to Black Forest Artworks, a site
operated by husband and wife
team Jeff Dunkelberger and Caitlin
Garvey. The two are active in
blacksmithing, living history, and
photography, and were kind
enough to allow us to reprint
Caitlin’s pictures in this month’s
cover story. Check their website
out at
blackforestartworks.blogspot.com

While you are surfing, you should
also check out Lee Sauder’s site at
www.leesauder.com. Lee has also
allowed us to shamelessly steal
photos and text from his site,
particularly in the July newsletter
charcoal-making articles.
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During the last ABANA Conference, I was able
to join the smelt team of Lee Sauder as he
demonstrated the bloomary smelt process. Lee
has been conducting smelts since 1998 and the
one at the conference was his 180th. On
Tuesday, August 12th, the day before the
conference was to begin, I met Lee and his crew
for the first time. Unfortunately the building of
the furnace was delayed while we waited for
some bricks and sand to be delivered. It was
almost 2 in the afternoon before we could get
started.
The first step is the building of base called a
plinth, where the furnace will stand. Unlike the
furnace which will need to be torn down and
rebuilt after about 20 smelts, the plinth is
reusable as long as it remains stable. Raising
Photo © 2014 , Caitlin Garvey
the furnace makes access to the bloom easier
and moves the furnace away from ground
moisture. Lee first make a level, firm spot on the ground about 3 feet in diameter. He then
drove a stake into the ground and inscribed an 18 inch circle. A string works well for this. This
circle was be the interior of the plinth. Around this circle Lee then laid out a course of bricks with
the narrow ends facing inward and laying on the flat side; any kind of bricks can be used. He
then filled in the spaces with unrefined clay (like you would find in a river bank) or mineral soil
tamped down tight. He then built another course of bricks but this time laid the bricks on their
edge. He then filled in the spaces with clay, remembering to tamp it down tight. Mineral soil or
sand can also be used. Lee then built a bowl shaped base from the same clay he would use to
construct the furnace. The base can be left to dry or a small fire can be used to speed the drying
process. Lee fired the plinth for this smelt and it was a good thing since there was a toad choker
of a storm that night, like I used to see growing up in Eastern Arkansas.
On Wednesday morning Lee began by filling the hole in the center of the plinth with damp wood
ashes pounded firm to create a flat surface to support the furnace form. I understand charcoal
findings can also be used. Now the actual building of the furnace began. Lee started by placing a
premade form into the hole in the center of the plinth. The form is 10 inches in diameter and 40
inches long. Using the form is much
easier than the building the furnace free
hand. The form was set and checked to
Photo © 2014 , Caitlin Garvey
make sure it is vertical before laying a
course of wet clay bricks in a circle. Lee
had pre-mixed the clay the week before
and brought it with him. The process of
forming the bricks requires taking a
handful of clay and kneading it until it
becomes plastic and then slapping it into
a brick shape. This was my job while Lee
laid them around the form.
As each course of bricks was finished a length of twine is tried around it to help keep it from
slumping while it is wet. When we were about half way up the form Lee allowed me to lay a
course of bricks so I could see how it felt. One of the things I learned was that when laying a
brick you need to seal it to its neighbor since you aren’t using anything like mortar. And when
sealing the brick to keep a hand on the opposite side of the form to help keep it vertical. When
each course was finished, a piece of twine was tried around it to help prevent it from slumping
before the furnace was fired. After the furnace was about half finished Lee suggested that we
break for lunch. Later I learned that he suggests to take several long breaks to allow the lower
layer to harden and firm up before they have to support the full weight of the upper layers.
Once we have all of the courses laid, Lee went back to the bottom and laid a large buttress all

around the base, except for the 10 inches where the tap arch was going
to be. Lee then inscribed a mark showing the outline of the arch.
Then he marked the spot for the tuyere 90 degrees from the arch,
about nine inches above the base of the plinth.
Next Lee began to fire the outside of the furnace by building a small
fire around the base lighting the upwind part of the furnace and
allowing the wind to spread the fire around the furnace. Once he had
the outside of the clay like leather he raked the coals away from the
furnace and then cut the hole for the tuyere. While the coals were back
he cut the opening for the tap arch all the way though. He quickly
raked the coals back into the arch before it had a chance to slump. He
then rebuilt the fire around the base to continue drying the clay. After
a while Lee started a fire inside the wood form to burn it out. The idea
at this point is to raise the temperature slowly for a couple or three
hours until there is no more steam coming from the clay. Then he got
the fire to burn as fast as it could with a natural draft to fire the inside
nice and hard.

Photo © 2014 , Caitlin Garvey

Thursday was smelt day. The first thing to do was to finish shaping
the hole for the tuyere. It has to point at 17 degrees to the horizontal. Lee had a protractor made from a piece of plywood for just this
measurement. Once the tuyere was in place, next he set about to heat the furnace. Lee did this using the same scrap wood used to fire
the outside. Once the fire was going inside Lee filled in the tap arch with clay. He showed me how to shape the clay to allow it to come
out without destroying the arch. With the fire going and the tap arch almost closed he started the blast of air. He then closed the arch.
My job at this point was to keep feeding wood into the furnace until Lee decided it was hot enough. I don’t know how he decided when
it was hot enough to switch from scrap wood to charcoal. When we switched, Lee had me fill the furnace to the top with charcoal.
Only then did he adjust the air blast so four pounds of charcoal was consumed every ten minutes. Only when Lee had the rate of
charcoal consumption to his liking did he introduce any iron ore. At first it was two pounds of ore for each four pound charge of
charcoal but soon it was four and four. Lee had fashioned a bucket with a long handle to allow the charcoal to be poured into the
furnace slowly. The charcoal was added anytime there was room in the top of the furnace. Lee would add the ore in the middle of the
four pounds of charcoal. The ore was added in a “C” shape to help keep it away from the end of the tuyere as it shifted down the
furnace. When I was at the end of a four pound load Lee would log the time.
It became clear during the smelt that a lot of the spectators were confusing bloomary smelting and smelting with a blast furnace. In a
blast furnace the temperature is high enough for the iron to become liquid. Since the slag has a lower melting temperature, it also
becomes liquid and being lighter then iron it floats to the top and is raked off.
In a bloomary furnace the temperature never reaches the melting point of iron. But it is vital that it reach the melting temperature of
the slag. In the smelt the objective is to remove three things: impurities in the iron, the oxygen binding to the iron and carbon. The
remaining impurities after the ore is roasted are mostly silicon and its oxides. Reaching the melting temperature of the silicates allows
it to collect in the slag pool at the bottom of the furnace. Meanwhile the charcoal is incompletely oxidized to form carbon monoxide.
Carbon monoxide has a greater binding force for oxygen then does the iron and so it converts the iron oxides in the ore to form pure
iron. The temperature is high enough that the carbon in the iron also binds to oxygen forming additional carbon monoxide which
escapes as a gas. This still solid pure iron drops into the slag pool where it is protected from regaining carbon and oxygen. The bits of
iron begin to stick together while in the slag pool forming the bloom. The bloom while solid, remains porous and so during the firing
the liquid slag tends to drain though the top of the bloom and collect in the bottom.
If the iron contains more than 2% carbon it will be cast iron and isn’t forgeable. If it has less the 2% but more than .05% carbon is a
steel, and less than .05% it is wrought iron.
After the charging of 2/3 of the ore , Lee inspected the temperature of the slag by looking through the sight on the end of the tuyere.
He told me it should be a high orange in color. He then removed the sight and fished a long rod down into the slag pool to collect some
slag. He explained that a good slag is black and sticky and a poor one is green and gooey. The black color indicates it has a high iron
content. Lee then opened the tap arch a small amount to inspect the bottom of the bloom. He then opened the arch some more and
using one of the heavy pokers tapped the slag. It is important that only about a third of the slag is removed so that the top of the
bloom is not exposed to prevent it from oxidizing and re-carbonizing.
From reading some of Lee’s published papers, he cools this slag in water, breaks it into pieces and reintroduces the high iron parts back
into the smelt. If he did this during this smelt I must not have been paying close enough attention. According to Lee it is important not
to allow the bloom to grow too large since a large bloom will likely be of low quality. When he decided that the bloom was of an optimal
size we stopped adding charcoal and allowed what was in the furnace to burn down.
Continued on page 8
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ONE OF OUR OWN
Justin Jones pointed the VOICE to
an article in the Harrison Daily
online edition containing a very
nice interview with our own
Harold Enlow, and containing
information about an upcoming
museum exhibition o f his work.
Harold was the wood carver in
residence from 1968 to 1975 at
Dogpatch, USA, the Newton
County theme park based on the
Li’l Abner comic strip.
Working under the name of George
Bernard Saw, he carved beechwood
figures of Li’l Abner, Daisy Mae,
Pappy Yokum, Jubilation T.
Cornpone and the other
memorable citizens of the
imaginary hillbilly town of
Dogpatch.
Some of Harold’s original
creations, many of them one-of-akind, will be on display at the
Boone County Heritage Museum
from Oct. 14 to 17. The figures are
on loan from Don Arnett, a New
York collector and wood carver.
For more information on the
exhibit, contact:
Boone County Heritage Museum
124 South Cherry Street
Harrison, AR 72601
(870) 741-3312
http://bchrs.org/
Hours of Operation:
Mon–Fri, 10:00 am—4:00 pm

BOA’s own Dale Custer (far right), assisting with the team striking
Lee opened the tap arch and removed the bloom. At this point the bloom looks like a
natural sponge if it was made of iron. The outside has slag and cast iron on it and slag inside
the pores. To remove the cast iron and slag and close the pores the bloom has to be
hammered into a solid piece; this is called consolidation and is done with hammers. Power
hammer if you are lucky; sledgehammers if you wish to do it the traditional way.
Skip Williams organized the team striking for the consolidation. He handed out the
sledgehammers and placed us. When he handed me my hammer, I asked why I got the 12
pound one while everyone else got 10 pounders. He said, “You’re a big guy.” Which I didn’t

“I asked why I got the 12 pound one while everyone else
got 10 pounders. He said, “You’re a big guy.”
have a rejoinder to.
While still hot the bloom was carried to a wood stump. While Skip held the bloom with a
pair of monkey clawed pick up tongs and Lee acted as lead striker, Eric Zieg (a friend of Lee’s
from Virginia) and I did team striking. This was my first opportunity to do team striking;
while swinging a 12 pound hammer is a lot of work, I have to say it was an awful lot of fun. If
you haven’t had a chance to do team striking I can only describe it as choreographed
sledgehammering. One of the things I noticed was the bloom was much softer then an equal
sized piece of mild steel would be. When it was too cool to be forged, it was placed in a side
blast forge that Lee had constructed just to reheat the bloom.
Once the bloom was a solid body the team set about cutting it into work size pieces. In
addition to the hammer team, Dick Sargent held the top hot cut; which looked a lot like a
splitting maul but with a somewhat thinned edge. The bloom was first cut in half and then
one of the halves was cut into a third and two thirds piece. The larger piece (which if you
are old enough to have been taught factions in school) equals one third of the bloom was
then hammered into a bar.
In writing this article I am surprised how much I learned about smelting in a bloomary. I
am looking forward to BOA doing its own smelt and am hoping that we will have a bloom
large enough that we get to make a few interesting things.
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NEXT NORTHEAST MEETING
The October NEAC BOA
meeting will once again be
held at Jim Soehlman's shop.
His address is
462 Greene 731 Road
Jonesboro, AR 72401

NE ARKANSAS SEPTEMBER 2014 MEETING
September 13th, 2014; 8:00 to 3:00

The meeting will be held on the
second Saturday of October (the
11th).
The meeting will start at 8:00 am,
and end at 3:00 pm.

The meeting was held as scheduled
on Saturday, Sept. 13, 2014, from 8
am to noon.
Those in attendance were Glenn
Owen, Dusty Elliot, Eddie Mullins,
Adrian Hancock and Jim Soehlman.

From Lake Frierson State Park
entrance (about 12 miles due north
of Jonesboro on Hwy 141), continue
north on 141 for one mile, then turn
right (east) on Greene 731, go 1/2
mile. You're there!

Eddie Mullins was elected as our new
chapter steward and Jim Soehlman
was elected as secretary.

Jim Soehlman—NEAC BOA

Adrian brought a collection of knives
that he has made and forged some on
a knife that had been started at a previous meeting.
Eddie brought his very nice looking trade "S" hook. Dusty and Glenn made hooks at the
meeting for trade.
We discussed twists and how to duplicate the same twist and reversing twist using a "jig".
I think we were all looking forward to seeing this "jig" become a reality. Glenn and Adrian
working together made a nice looking reversing twist that lead us into this discussion.
Our next meeting is Oct 11, 2014, 8 am till 3 pm at Jim Soehlman's Shop.
Jim Soehlman, NEAC BOA Secretary
.

SAD NEWS
Jim Soehlman’s mother-in-law
passed away the day before the
September meeting was hosted at
his house. Our sympathies and
prayers are with his family.
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NEXT NORTHWEST MEETING
The October Northwest Area
BOA meeting will be held on
Saturday, October 11th.
Rusty Wheels
5772 Hwy 65 S
Harrison, AR 72601
The trade item will “a Trivet”
You can find us just about 6 miles
south of Harrison AR at 5772 Hwy 65
South.
If you're coming south out of
Harrison, we'll be on your right hand
side, but if you're coming north on
Hwy 65, we'll be on your left. Either
way we're not hard to find. There's a
big steam train and some tractors
sitting in our front yard.

NORTHWEST AREA BOA SEPTEMBER MEETING
September 6th, 2014
Thanks to Bryan Parsons for hosting the meeting at the Tired Iron tractor show at Gentry.
The rain wasn’t too bad for folks to be out and about. The blacksmith building is a nice dry
place, so those working and those watching were all comfortable.
Ron Wells always counts those
present and e-mails me. He said
there were 19 present with one
being our newest member, John
Gee. Ron also told me that we’ll be
setting up at both Rusty wheels, just
south of Harrison, and Harvest
Homecoming, which is on the
square in Harrison. Ron will see
that things go right since Dale won’t
be in Harrison until the day of the
events.
Dale Custer is now interim president and conducted the meeting. He may be conducting
more meetings since I nominated him for that office once more. The nomination got a
second and a bunch of ayes. Cheryl Miskell will be on the ballot for secretary for our
northern bunch. Everyone thought that would be fine and there were more ayes. There were
several names mentioned for vice president. They were Hardy Todd, Tom Bates and Luke
Roberts. Be sure to use the ballots which will be in the newsletter, otherwise we may have a
bunch of troglodytes running things for the next year. J
We talked more about the iron smelt which sounds very interesting to me.
I think James Brantley has agreed to build a toolbox for us to fill with tools for another raffle
like we had last year. It should be a handsome box since James is a fine woodworker.
I hope to see you at the next meetings!
Harold Enlow, BOA Secretary

Sept. Trade Item—”Smith’s Choice”
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PROJECT NOTES—THREE-LEAF TRIVET
Walt Mullett, the Chestnut Forge, Reprinted with permission from the May, 2006 issue of The Clinker
Breaker, the newsletter of the Florida Artist Blacksmiths Association (FABA).

One of the neat things I have re-discovered while
blacksmithing is that almost all complicated,
decorative blacksmithed items are usually not
complicated at all. We can fool the eye into
seeing more than is really there by using simple
components, repetitively arranged to form larger,
more complex forms.
This is really a key of most art in any form
including music and architecture. The trick is,
how many to use? How do you build interest?
When does it cheapen rather than increase value?
There is no absolute answer. Talent makes the
artist, but observation and a few rules can help.
First, the eye does not appreciate chaos. Patterns and overall plan are important. When the
individual elements are submerged within a larger design, we appreciate the overall effect.
Second, two of something does not create a pattern. Three is usually much better. Too many
individual components may also be a problem unless they are used in the context of a larger
design. (i.e. three leafs on a stem, three stems in a bouquet, three bouquets…)
Third, the individual elements need to be located close enough together to be associated with
each other. Otherwise, each is a visually singular element.
In this case, I started with a leaf drawn to scale. I drew a 7.7” circle with another, concentric 7”
circle to allow for my 1/2” stock and placed my leaf within that limit. I copied that leaf into
three leafs rotated around the center of the circles. I drew a stem with a pleasing arc from the
leaf to a tangent on the inner circle and continued to a tangen on the outer circle at the same
place where the next leaf would have its first tangent. I adjusted and moved this pattern around
until I had what I wanted. Later, I added radiating lines for my stem decorations.

NOBODY BEATS DALE WHEN
IT COMES TO UGLY
So, it appears that Dale Custer is
the unchallenged king of ugly—
ugly tools, that is.
Dale’s ugly tool throwdown went
unchallenged. One has to agree
that this Smithin Magician is
powerfully ugly. Dale said that
he has broken it three times,
each time sticking it back
together with so much weld that
it could not possibly be broken
again.

I measured the length of the individual leaf and stem on the
inside and outside, and averaged the two. I printed the
design and used it to make a bending jig. The jig was a 1 x
5/16 bar, bent to the inside scroll line of the stem from leaf
to end and then welded the bar to an angle for holding in
my vice. As I bent the bar, I checked it often against my
paper original (burning up a couple of sheets). Don’t expect
to get it right the first time—I sure didn’t. Don’t fully weld
up the jig until you know the curve works (you’ve made
three leaf/stem pieces and they fit together properly)!
I started with 1/2” x 15” stock with a short point. That was more than I needed, but I hadn’t
determined how much I needed for the turned-down foot. I wanted the entire stem to taper to
the leaf, and found it best to leave the mass of the leaf alone until after the taper was complete,
otherwise it would often be broken or burnt during the tapering.
I decided on a 1” trivet foot, so after forming the leaf, I cut all of my stems to length plus 1” for
the foot, plus 1/4” for the corner. Using the hardy hole as a reference point, I marked all the
pieces so they would line up and hang over the anvil 1 1/4” I bent them 90 degrees and worked
this corner square over the edge of the anvil and by driving down on the foot over the anvil face.
This upset the foot a little on the end, giving the piece more visual stability.

Still, Dale has produced some
very nice ornamental pieces
using this tool, including the
advent wreath shown below.

Each stem was then heated the full length and bent on the scroll, holding the leaf shoulder with
vice grips. The jig was marked with lines allowing the radial stem decorations to be cut with a
cold chisel while on the jig.
After wire brushing, I assembled the three pieces using a collar where each pair overlapped. Put
all three pieces together and hold them that way. Use a welder if you have one, hiding the weld
under the collar on the bottom side. If you don’t have a welder, use wire to hold the pieces
together until finished.
I discovered that wide collars don’t work well on curved stock. They are hard to tighten and
stand proud. I plan to use a smaller, half round collar next time. Have fun!
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NEXT CAC BOA MEETING
The next central Arkansas Chapter
meeting will be at the forge of
Thurston Fox on Saturday, October
18th.
53 Brannon Landing Road,
Conway, AR 72032
Contact Robert if you need
directions. For CACBOA members,
we will email directions to you
before the meeting.
The October meeting will have a
Halloween theme. The activity will
be creating a pumpkin carving tool
and carving a pumpkin, timed from
the moment the raw metal first
leaves the forge.
The trade item will be “your weapon
of choice for the Zombie
Apocalypse.”
For those of you not familiar with
this bit of pop culture, the Zombie
Apocalypse is that day in our near
future when the world will be
overrun by zombies, and those few
surviving humans will be forced to
defend ourselves with the weapons
we can find or make. Use your
imagination, the only limitation
being that at least some part of the
item must be forged by you.

CENTRAL BOA SEPTEMBER MEETING MINUTES
The September meeting of the Central Arkansas Chapter of the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas (CACBOA) met in Bryant at the brand new forge of Tim Huddleston. In the proud
tradition of CACBOA, Tim had saved up a few “Tom Sawyer” projects for the group to practice
on. I had to leave early while Tim and Shane were cutting out sheet metal for a forge hood. I’m
sure it was a great “demo.” I have to admit that I left with shop-envy in my heart.
The first thing everyone noticed when they
turned the corner into Tim’s shop was his
latest acquisition, a 500+ pound anvil.
Apparently, it had been in a railroad machine
shop when a crane fell out of the ceiling
breaking the anvil at the waist. It’s hard to
imagine anything breaking that huge chunk of
metal, even harder to imaging it breaking at
the waist and not the horn or tail. Those
railroad blacksmiths welded and bolted the
halves of the anvil back together, and it now rings solid and true. Now that’s blacksmithing!
The trade item was a pair of scrolling tongs.
One member, who shall not be named, came
with raw stock and made his trade item before
lunch, with lots of advice and assistance from
the rest of us. It actually turned into a very
practical demonstration of adjusting tongs to
hold work, forming tong bosses and reins, and
punching and riveting—an end-to-end project.
Robert Fox, CACBOA Secretary

All those zombie weapons, and a
long row of carved pumpkins.
Imagine the possibilities!

A Zombie Apocalypse Weapon
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September trade item—Scrolling tongs.

PROJECT NOTES—LARRY WOOD’S TOMAHAWK
Reproduced with permission from the Fall, 1984
issue of The Anvil’s Ring.

1. Select a piece of mild steel 10” long,
2” wide, and 1/4 thick. Center punch the
strip 1 1/4” on each side of center.
2. Heat and fold the two ends over the
center punch marks
3. Reheat the center section to a
uniform heat and grab the two ends with
tongs and rotate the two ends together to
form the eye.
4. Brush the oxide off and sprinkle
welding flux in the area shown. Fold the
two ends closer together and heat to
welding temperature.
5. Working from the center to the top
on each edge, hammer the weld together.
The weld should be 1 1/2” long.
6. Cut a piece of old file to the width of
the strap and hammer one end as shown.
7. Heat both pieces to an orange heat,
clean with a steel brush, and sprinkle flux
on both sides of the file piece and the
inside of the spread ends.
8. Gently fold the two ends over the file,
being careful not to drive out the flux.
9. Reheat to an orange hear and tap the
file pieces firmly into the folded-over
ends.
10. Heat to a welding heat and start the
weld from the center out to each edge and
toward the end.
11. Reheat to an orange heat and with
the fuller end of a cross peen spread the
hatchet end as shown. Continue the final
forging to the shape desired. Straighten
the handle hole with the anvil horn or a
drift.
12. The top of the tomahawk hole should
be larger than the bottom
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BLACKSMITH TRADITIONS: FURNACE DESIGN
CLASSICAL AND PREHISTORIC FURNACE DESIGN
We will save for a future article the discussion of when the first iron smelting furnaces might
have been built. For now, we will simply say that the forges used by iron-makers of the Roman
Empire were essentially unchanged from those used in earliest antiquity. The Roman forge was
basically a round “bowl” dug into the ground. These pits typically did not exceed three feet deep
by four feet wide.
THE HISTORY OF
BLACKSMITHING IN
ARKANSAS
Last month, we discussed an ore
smelt from the ore’s point of
view, concentrating solely on
what happens to the ore itself
during the smelting process.
This month we’ll wrap up with
an article on the design and
evolution of ore smelting
furnaces throughout history.
These articles were designed to
satisfy your curiosity, fulfill
BOA’s mission statement,
prepare you to answer questions
while demonstrating, and
provide the groundwork for a
future BOA smelt.
I hope you enjoyed the series!
Next month, the Traditions
article will be addressing the
question, “What happened to all
the blacksmiths?” Did they all
lose their jobs and have to learn
other skills? Did the old smiths
continue to work as traditional
blacksmiths until they retired,
with no new smiths stepping in
to continue their trade?
The answer to the missing
blacksmiths might surprise you.
I know it surprised me!
I’m planning to start a series at
the beginning of the year on
famous historical blacksmiths,
like Samuel Yellin and Francis
Whitaker. If there are any
questions you would like the
VOICE to address before we
begin that series, please contact
me. Surely some of you have
some questions about the
tradition of blacksmithing!
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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In 1870, construction workers building the Huttenberg Railway (about 40 miles north of
Frankfurt) uncovered two pits that were later determined to be a Roman iron-making furnace
and a calcining hearth. The furnace measured four feet wide by three feet deep. The calcining
pit, located about 16 feet uphill, measured about five feet wide by two feet deep. Archaeologists
had previously discovered a Roman iron ore mine nearby. The calcining pit was lined with clay
which had been fired to a depth of five inches, giving a very accurate determination of the heat
maintained in this pit. The smelting hearth was lined with six inches of clay under which 12
inches of fire brick (made from quartz and clay) had been mortared. All but three inches of this
lining had been burnt and glazed, recording the much higher temperature used in this hearth.
Roman furnaces were filled with charcoal and a small quantity of
ore. But a charcoal fire alone will not reach temperatures high
enough to process the iron. The furnace needs a supply of extra
oxygen, much like you might blow into a
campfire. Where the terrain and prevailing
wind allowed, smelting hearths were built on
hilltops and oriented so that the wind would
blow into a trench leading to the fire. When
this arrangement was not possible, smelting
hearths were oxygenated with man-powered bellows
blowing down into the fire from above. Historians
Roman era iron smelting using an
believe that the prevailing bellows design of the time
open pit with a pair of bellows
was two leather bags pumped in an alternating
blowing down from the top
fashion, with valves to force the air through a
wooden pipe leading to a clay nozzle at the fire. Both hand-powered and foot-powered bellows
have been identified.
This furnace design has several drawbacks. Since the bellows operates from the top, not the
bottom of the fire, the fire cannot be very deep, and cannot process a great deal of ore. Since
there is no access from the bottom, the fire must be extinguished to remove the bloom, making it
an intermittent, rather than a continuous process. However, because of the difficulty in reaching
sustained high temperatures, very little cast iron would have been produced.
Blooms produced by the Roman furnace would seldom have exceeded fifty pounds.

THE CATALAN FURNACE
The Classical Furnace described above was known
and used in Africa and the Middle East since the
dawn of the “Iron Age” in pre-history. Through the
Roman Empire, it was introduced to much of the
European continent and the British Isles.
However, with the fall of the Roman Empire, the
smelting of iron ore into iron faded from most of
Europe except in a small area of Spain under the
control of the Visigoths. From the fifth to the
eighth centuries, the Catalonia region of Spain
housed the only iron industry in Europe.

Catalonia is on the southern coast
of Spain next to France.

In the eight century, the Visigoth empire was invaded and conquered in turn by the Moors, who,
like the Visigoths before them, continued to encourage and support the iron-making industry in
Catalonia. It was in this period that the Catalan Furnace was developed. This was the first
significant improvement to furnace design since classical times.

Basically, the only thing the Catalonians did was to put a wall around the top of the pit, making it
into something of a short chimney. The tuyere, which was located at the top of the pit in the Roman
design, was now at the bottom of this chimney addition. The height of the chimney in the Catalan
Furnace was limited by the strength of the bellows, and was seldom more than three or four feet.
This design allowed the furnace to be
packed with charcoal up to the height of
the tuyere, then with alternating layers
of ore and charcoal all the way to the top
of the chimney, As the charcoal burned
away and the stack “settled,” more ore
and charcoal could be shoveled in. This
would not have been possible in the
Roman design, due to the top-blast of
the tuyere, but with the Catalan design,
the air introduced at the bottom of the
stack traveled up through the chimney,
heating the entire stack. The burning
charcoal released carbon monoxide,
which combined readily with the
oxygen in the iron oxide, leaving pure
iron, with the remaining impurities
draining out as slag.

WOO-PIG SOOIE!
Pig iron is simply the result of
taking iron ore and smelting it with
some sort of carbon fuel, such as
charcoal or coke at a temperature
high enough that the molten iron
can be poured into molds.

Lee Sauder constructing a Catalan-style furnace at the
2014 ABANA conference. Rather than dig a pit in the
Delaware fairgrounds, he build a “plinth” of sand and
firebrick, with a small pit in the center over which he
built his chimney.

The name comes from the fact that
the branching structure of the
molds for pig iron ingots coming off
a main line has the appearance of
piglets suckling on a sow. An
“ingot” just means a shape suitable
later processing or transportation,
such as a traditional gold bar type
shape.

The Catalan furnace design allowed a
continuous operation. The furnace
might eventually be stopped to remove the bloom, which could grow to as much as 350 pounds in a
five hour firing, or, if there was a replaceable access at the bottom, the bloom could be removed
while the furnace continued operation without ever shutting down the process.
The practice of loading the furnace with charcoal only below the tuyere is important. The area
below the tuyere did not get a lot of oxygen from the blast, and any ore in that area would probably
not have been refined. However, the charcoal did slowly burn away, producing a gradually
deepening pit into which the slag melting out of the iron ore above could drain.
Most of us probably imagine an iron ore processing furnace as a large container filled with molten
iron, tapped from the bottom in liquid form. This is NOT the case in a bloomary. In a bloomary, the
only thing you want to melt is the slag. You will remove the iron in “bloom” form, not as molten
liquid. The furnace we think of with liquid iron pouring out is a blast furnace, not a bloomary, and
will be discussed later.
Furnaces developed in China and Japan are basically Catalan in design, though the technique
probably developed independently around the same time. The main difference between the Catalan
version and the Asian version was in how the chimney was built. The Catalan chimney was built
using fire brick, mortared and lined inside with refractory clay (a clay that will not crack or crumble
under high heat). The Asian design, on the other hand, was typically built using refractory clay
packed around a wooden “chimney.” After the clay has dried, the chimney is loaded with wood and
fired, which serves to both burn out the wooden frame and to “bake” the clay. However, other than
this detail of chimney construction, these furnaces are essentially identical.

GOT A STORY IDEA?

The height of the Catalan furnace stack, as we said, was limited by the strength of the bellows.
Human-powered bellows simply are not efficient enough to pump enough oxygen to push through
the material in a stack taller than three or four feet. Which brings us to the next improvement in
furnace design.

THE WOLF FURNACE, OR STÜCKOFEN
In an effort to increase the capacity of the Catalan furnace, iron makers in Austria, Saxony, and the
Rhine Valley raised the height of the chimney to ten feet and later to sixteen feet, while also
increasing its diameter to as much as four feet at the widest point. They did this by replacing the
human powered bellows with water-powered bellows. These bellows were of the pattern we
generally associate with blacksmiths today – a hinged wooden top and bottom with collapsible
leather sides (typically single chambered). They were generally operated in pairs to give a more
continuous flow of air from one side of the furnace. Evidence has been found of bellows twenty feet
Continued on page 16

Do you have a story you would like
to see in the VOICE? Would you
like to write it, or is it something you
want to read?
Let us know—send an email to
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org.
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long and four feet wide!
The base of the wolf furnace had an opening in the front about two feet square
called the “breast”. This opening was kept open until the furnace, filled with
charcoal only, came up to the desired heat, at which point it was closed with brick
and mortar, and ore and charcoal introduced to the top of the chimney.
The bloom produced in these furnaces often ran 400 to 700 pounds, which was
cut into two equal parts, each called a “stücke,” or “wolf.” The high bloomary
furnaces themselves were called “stückofen,” or “wolf ovens.” A wolf furnace
might produce as much as 100 to 150 tons of iron annually.
Water power had been in use in this area for many years in grain mills, so using
one to drive a bellows was a natural evolution, shortly afterward followed by the
development of a water-powered drop-hammer (also known as a tilt-hammer) –
a large, metal plated hammer weighing over 100 pounds which was raised by
the water wheel, then released to drop on the bloom – allowing the mass to be
forged solid very quickly.
One interesting side affect of this development was the relocation of furnaces.
Once they had been located close to the iron ore and sources of charcoal,
deep in the woods and on the slopes of mountains. Now, they were
located primarily in the valleys alongside swift moving streams.
Oddly enough, the Cistercian monks were one of the largest factors in the spread of the wolf furnace throughout the European
continent and to the British Isles.

THE BLAST FURNACE
All of the furnaces up to this point were “bloomaries.” They were designed to melt out the slag without melting the iron, leaving a
porous, spongy bloom of relatively pure iron which could be worked, or “wrought,” under hammers into a solid mass.
These furnaces deliberately attempted to avoid melting the iron, which would produce brittle, unworkable cast iron. Early forges
simply were not efficient enough to produce cast iron in any quantity, even if that had been the goal.
Although cast iron was not malleable, and could not be shaped into functional items by a smith, the furnace makers were no doubt
familiar with the process of casting. Bronze had been cast for millennia at this point.
Once furnaces improved to the point where they could sustain heats sufficient to melt iron, it was inevitable that some enterprising
furnace operator make the attempt to cast the liquid iron.
Surprisingly, historians believe that the first objects to be produced in any quantity from cast iron were bells, but it was not long before
the cast iron became sought after for use in making cannon and cannonballs.
The furnaces designed for the manufacture of cast iron had to sustain higher heats and allow for the extraction of molten iron
separately from molten slag. These furnace were known as “blast” furnaces.

THE OSMUND FURNACE
One of the earliest furnaces built specifically for the extraction of cast iron was developed around 1200
AD in Norway and Sweden, where bog or lake ore was smelted. The furnace was a taller version of the
Catalan furnace, as much as seven feet tall, but unlike the wolf furnace, this furnace chimney did not
increase in width. The amount of air was increased by using two large blacksmiths bellows rigged to a
single tuyere. The bellows were worked by means of foot treadles, usually operated by women.
This deep, narrow furnace was able to partially melt the bloom. As the iron melted, the drops fell
though the blast and congealed. They were then lifted with an iron bar into the blast. As they melted
they were caught on the end of a large staff, held in the fire and turned rapidly so that the drops
spread out, forming a ball. The Swedish name for this ball of cast iron was an “osmund,” hence the
name of the forge.

THE BESSEMER PROCESS
In the late 1850s, Henry Bessemer invented a new steelmaking process, involving blowing air through molten pig iron, to produce mild
steel. This and other 19th century and later processes have led to wrought iron no longer being produced in commercial quantities
today.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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PROJECT NOTES—LEAF HOOK
By Monty Byed, based on a demonstration by Tom Letane. Reproduced with permission
from the Minnesota Metalsmiths.

1.

Create a short point (not a chisel) on the
end of the spike. Fuller a shoulder about
2 1/2” from the point, and draw the
“stem” into a taper so that the length
from the spike head to leaf shoulder is
about six inches.
2. Fuller to spread the leaf, leaving a ridge
down the center

3. Cool the leaf, mark the pattern, and lightly mark the lines
with a cold chisel

4. Punch holes then use a hot chisel to cut
out the pattern. Heat and bend leaf where
necessary to clean and refine face.

5.

Stamp the median line with a grooved chisel, then use a flat tool do
lower the sides, leaving the center “vein” standing proud.
6. Taper the leaf tip

7.

The leaf can be left flat or domed with a ball peen hammer over a
wooden block.

TOM LETANE
Tom Letane is a member of POMM,
the Patient Order of Meticulous
Metalsmiths. His work is simply
unbelievable. The chest below is
made only from forged parts.

8. Carefully bend the stem to form the hook.
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A HISTORY OF CHARCOAL FORGES
By Bob Patrick, professional blacksmith,
founding BOA member, past BOA
president, editor, and just about
everything else at one time or another.
[Editor’s note: Just to avoid any possible
confusion, we should reiterate that this
article is about “forges,” which we use to
heat metal for forging tasks. Several
other articles in this edition of the
newsletter are about “furnaces,” which
are used to smelt raw ore into useable
iron]

BLACKSMITH CLASSES
Bob Patrick (see article on this
page) is teaching a course at his
shop through the Arkansas Craft
School November 7-9. Those who
are interested should contact the
Arkansas Craft School at
http:\\arkansascraftschool.org for
cost and to sign up.
This will be a beginning course.
Bob will be taking only 4 students,
each of which will have a separate
forge, anvil, and hand tools.
Bob will be glad to discuss any
particular type of work a
prospective student is interested in
if you email him at
bobpatrick@southshore.cc
UNSOLICITED ENDORSEMENT
My father and I took Bob’s class in
April of 2012. It was one of those
special experiences you will
remember all your life.
Bob patiently guided us through
three days of structured exercises
designed to teach us the basics of
blacksmithing in a series of simple
steps , each of which resulted in
some tool or decorative object for
us to proudly take home.
I would HIGHLY encourage
anyone having any interest in
blacksmithing to take this class.
Word of advice, if eating Mary
Patrick’s cooking is an option,
don’t pass it up.
Robert Fox
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Nobody knows when the first forges were used for working metal. And nobody can be sure just
how the earliest forges were made. We have some evidence from hieroglyphics from Egypt that
bellows were used at that time that were inflated animal skins. This is later described in a book
by Theopholis, a pseudonym for a German monk who lived about 1000 AD, and bellows made
identically to the ones he described are still used in a few places in Africa. My own experiences
learning blacksmithing as a kid is that a campfire with a wind blowing will heat up metal to a
bright orange quite nicely, and i used this to make a few things when I was maybe 13 or 14 years
old. I would guess that the earliest forges were wood-coal fires used this way and by simply
fanning the fire with some object, but this is pure conjecture on my part. Natural draft. forges
have been used at various times in history, but it’s hard to tell if those came before or after
bellows use!
Charcoal was the main fuel used for blacksmithing for thousands of years. Some of the finest
work that was ever done was done using charcoal as a fuel. It’s still the primary fuel used in
Africa and Asia and some other places. We don’t know when coal was first used for forging, but
blacksmiths were certainly using coal by the 1300’s in parts of Britain and Europe, not because
it was better than charcoal, but because extensive use of charcoal for making and forging iron
caused widespread loss of trees. In England coal use became required by law as the country
needed wood to build and maintain their fleet of ships.
So, lets get on to some basic types of early forges. In this article I will not cover the construction
of bellows and blowers, perhaps in another article.
The simplest forge is a pile of charcoal with air blown into it. The air can be blown in from
either the side, with the air blast directed from the side or angled down. The tuyere, or air pipe,
may or may not be touching the charcoal, The other option is for the air to be directed from the
bottom, which was avoided as they did not have an easy time building forges with an ash dump,
and mostly because it was not necessary with charcoal - -cast iron wasn’t used for forges much
until fairly recent times, so it was either just a metal tipped pipe or air coming in through stone
or mud. to get heat concentrated the charcoal might be confined between two stone or brick
walls, or walls just made of mud. For some forges the charcoal might be in a pit with additional
charcoal piled on top.
You need to realize that things ranging in size from nails to anvils and ships anchors and other
large objects were forged with charcoal fires. The fact that we are not good at using charcoal
today simply shows our lack of skill and knowledge. Perhaps the biggest mistake people have in
using charcoal is expecting it to behave like coal. It takes a lighter blast of air, and the pieces of
charcoal should be broken into small pieces. The type of wood used for charcoal (if it even is
wood) will affect the fire. The lighter the wood and charcoal, the larger volume of charcoal that
must be used. Corn cobs (field corn) make good charcoal, and things like coconut shell have
also been used. The type of fuel and the work being done will affect the type of forge being used,
the way the fire is built, and how the metal is actually heated.
Soft coal and coke burn differently from charcoal and require more pressure to get the air
through the fuel. When coal was first used the smiths used the forges that they were
accustomed to. But the techniques of building the fire had to change. Industrial coke is very
hard—much harder than the soft coke we make in forges, but it’s ready availability made it
desirable for many smiths to use. Special firepots and water cooled side blast forges were

BLADESMITHING AND
GUNSMITHING CLASSES
Daniel W. Casey is offering classes
in traditional knife-making and
gun-smithing classes at his
workshop at:
632 Wagon Train Rd
Beebe, AR 72012
(501) 858-9757
Knife Forging Class:
$150.00 per day. ( Includes
Lunch) and is a minimum 2-day
class. I suggest 3 to my students
( Students are required to bring
a pair of safety glasses and a
half round mill bastard rough
cut file as well as a flat fine cut
file).

invented to use it. The common use of firepots comes very late in blacksmithing history, just
over 100 years ago, and the reasons for their introduction has as much to do with the
marketing of companies like Buffalo Forge, Champion, Sears and Roebuck, Montgomery
Ward and other companies who wanted people to buy their products. Established
professional smiths adopted their use for the most part, but not all of them did in the USA
and Europe. These commercial firepots work best with coal and coke.

Rifle Building Class:
$750.00 for 5 Days. Student are
required to pre purchase a lock,
stock, and barrel, as well as
assorted tools. I work this out
with individuals as most do not
have necessary tools.

The use of coke can ruin many firepots designed for coal - the coke fire is intense at a
shallower depth and can melt and crack standard coal firepots.
Gas and oil forges came into use in the late 1800’s with the availability of these fuels, and the
early gas and oil forges were used to forge weld products. When we reinvented small gas
forges we had a lot to learn (and still have a lot to learn) about their design and use.
Induction forges are used in industry and are amazing as only the metal is heated in an
induction coil. They are great tools but very expensive.
With the modern governmental involvement in our lives, gas, oil, and induction forges may
become the norm for blacksmithing and it is a good idea for modern smiths to learn about
them now before we are forced into their use. There may be other sorts of forges in use even
now I am not aware of. The future will certainly bring change as it always has, and we will
have to adapt to it!

EVERYBODY KNOWS BOB
When we were planning what our new newsletter format would look like, Dale Custer and
Robert Fox picked a newsletter at random from seven different ABANA affiliates across the
country. Bob Patrick was mentioned in five of them.
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2014 BOA OFFICER ELECTIONS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
COAL FOR SALE
50 pound bags
BOA Members price $8/bag
Non-member price $10/bag
Contact Coal-Meister Ron
Wells, or see your chapter
steward.
FIREPOT AND POST DRILLS
Daniel Casey (see sidebar, page
19) has one nice firepot with
clinker breaker, and two post
drills left to sale. His phone
number is 501-858-9757
(Searcy).
POWER HAMMER WANTED
Glenn Owen is looking to buy a
power hammer. If you know of
one for sale, let him know at
870-897-0234
BRIDGE ANVIL
Bryan Parsons has a 350 lb
bridge anvil for sale. $550.
Call 479-957-5498.

The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) is managed by a board of elected officers. The
statewide BOA elected offices are President, Vice President, and Treasurer. Individual BOA chapters
may also elect their own Stewards and Secretaries.
In September, BOA members across the state were asked to nominate men and women to fill the
statewide positions. These nominations appear below.
In October, each BOA member in good standing (dues paid) will be asked to vote for one candidate for
each office. You may vote for the nominated candidate, or write in a name. Only one vote per family
membership.

FOR PRESIDENT



Dale Custer



Write In ______________________________________

FOR VICE PRESIDENT



Hardy Todd



Tom Bates



Luke Roberts



Robert Fox



Write In ______________________________________

FOR TREASURER

Have something you want to sell?
Something you are looking to
buy? Contact the VOICE and let
us know!

DID YOU KNOW?
Iron is ferromagnetic.
Ferromagnetism is the strongest
type of magnetism. Other
common ferromagnetic metals
are nickel and cobalt.
Nickel-Iron meteorites are
magnetic both because of the iron
and because of the nickel.
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Ron Wells



Write In ______________________________________

Print out or photocopy this page, mark your ballot, sign the outside of the envelop and mail to Dale
Custer, 1301 Whispering Pine Rd., Little Rock, AR 72210. Mailed ballots must arrive by October 10th.
Blank ballots will be available at the NW meeting on October 11th. The winning candidates will be
announced at the NW area meeting in October, and communicated to all BOA members by email the
next week.
It is important for you to sign the outside of the envelop. Any ballot that arrives without a signature
will be considered invalid.
Please direct any questions or concerns to Acting President Dale Custer, or to any other BOA officer.
Contact information can be found on page 3 of this newsletter.

Don’t forget to sign the outside of the envelope!

BLACKSMITH ORGANIZATION OF ARKANSAS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: _________________
Name*:

(Plus Family Members)

Address:

PrimaryPhone:
Email**:
Email:
Email:
Special areas of interest:
 Knife making
 Restoration

 Gunsmithing
 Buck Skinning

 Architectural
 Medieval

Membership dues are $25 per year, due in January***.
Make checks payable to “BOA (Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas)”
Mail to:
Ron Wells, BOA Treasurer
HCR 32 Box 141
Mount Judea, AR 72655
Or bring to the next meeting and give to the Treasurer or Steward
*BOA’s membership is a family membership. For the payment of one membership, all the members of a family would be afforded all the benefits and privileges of full membership. They
would, however, have ONE vote on BOA business per family membership.

BENEFITS OF BOA
MEMBERSHIP
BOA members continue a tradition of educating our members
and the public in the techniques
and history of blacksmithing,
the king of crafts.
In addition to our monthly
meetings, newsletter, and email
chatter, our members are active
in their communities with many
interesting events and demonstrations.
Members also receive discounted prices on coal and stylish
BOA apparel.
BOA membership is a family
membership. For one membership fee, all the members of the
family are considered active,
and each may receive an electronic newsletter

**BOA's Newsletter is available as an electronic newsletter. It is only distributed to active
email addresses. Please make sure your email address and those of your family members are
entered correctly above.
***Membership dues are paid with the submission of this application; thereafter, they are due
each January. If the dues are paid in the last three months (October, November, or December) of the year, membership is paid up for the following year. If dues are not paid within the first three months (January, February, or March) of the year, the member is removed from the membership.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Also available online at: www.abana.org
Email:

Name:
Address:

WWW URL:

City:

Phone:

State:

Zip:

Type of Membership:
 Regular …..$55

Fax:
Credit Card Information:

 Overseas ….....$65

 Visa  Mastercard

 Student …..$45  Contributing ..$100

Card#

 Senior …....$50  Library …….....$45

Expiration:

There is a $5 discount for 2-year memberships and renewals
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) is an ABANA Chapter Affiliation
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or credit card information using this form to
Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of North America, Inc.
259 Muddy Fork Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
Phone: 423-913-1022
Fax: 423-913-1023
Email: centraloffice@abana.org

BENEFITS OF ABANA
MEMBERSHIP
With your ABANA membership,
you receive a subscription to
both The Anvil's Ring and The
Hammer's Blow. As well as
discounted conference
registrations and discounts at
many web sites.
The Anvil's Ring, devoted
exclusively to the craft of
blacksmithing, is the
association's quarterly magazine
which presents articles on
topics such as architectural iron,
decorative design, hand forged
tools, historical references,
advice to beginners, etc.
The Hammer's Blow, also a
quarterly publication, is a black
and white magazine full of "how
to" tips and techniques for
professionals and beginners
alike.
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THE BLACKSMITH
ORGANIZATION OF
ARKANSAS (BOA)
BOA is an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America (ABANA)
We are exclusively for the
education of members and other
interested parties in the skills,
techniques, and traditions of
blacksmithing. We aspire to
expose the art of blacksmithing
to the public, to serve as center
of information about
blacksmithing and its tradition,
and to do so in cooperation with
and as an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America.
Information on when and where
we meet and how to join can be
found within the pages of this,
our monthly newsletter.
If you’re not already a member,
we hope you will be soon!

VOICE
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas

218 Trelon Circle
Little Rock, AR, 72223

BOA MEMBER SHOWCASE—DALE CUSTER
I give Dale a lot of grief, and he returns
the favor with interest. That’s the way we
roll in the central chapter.
But I have to give Dale chops on the
Advent wreath and Lent candles he made
for his church.
During Lent, the church puts away the
fancier accoutrements of the processional
service, preferring a more stark,
unadorned look for the service more in
keeping with the focus of the season.

Dale made these simple, yet elegant
candlesticks and a processional cross (not
shown) for Lent, and this Advent wreaths
for his church.
Way to go, Dale!

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

